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O U R  M I S S I O N

C O M F O R T
Irresistibly soft to bring the warmth of  home wherever 
life takes you.

LU X U R Y 
Simplified elegance and heirloom quality to elevate 
life’s adventures. 

S O C I A L  R E S P O N S I B I L I T Y
GOTS certified organic from seed to store. 
Environmentally friendly and safer for farmers + 
families. 

Our mission is to create cotton goods focused on luxury, 
comfort and social responsibility, that help world changers and 
travelers craft a life well lived.

ORGANIC COTTON
COMFY KNIT BABY BLANKET
- BERRY

see pg 55 for gift set

ORGANIC COTTON 
CLASSIC KNIT UNICORN
no. LL98707 / $18

see pg 65 for full collection
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W H AT  I S  G O T S ?

The Global Organic Textile Standard is the world’s gold standard 
when it comes to the certification of  organic cotton, covering both 
social and environmental standards in the farming, manufacturing  
and distribution of  organic cotton from seed to store.  

Organic cotton products start with non GMO 
seeds which are more affordable for farmers.

No pesticides or toxic chemicals are utilized in 
the farming of  certified organic cotton which is 
better for farmers + end consumers.

GOTS certified factories must show that their 
textile production meets strict environmental 
and social standards. 
Testing is also completed to ensure dyes and 
packaging are safe and toxin free.

Buying a certified product from your favorite 
store means you’ve made a healthier choice 
for your home + for those who crafted your 
new purchase.

1 . S E E D S

2 .  FA R M I N G

3 .  M A N U FA C T U R I N G

4 .  B U Y  +  E N J O Y

L I F E  C YC L E  O F  A  G O T S  P R O D U C T

O R G A N I C    

O N E - 2 0 3 6  
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T R A N S PA R E N C Y

Textiles aren’t always soft and comfy; from production processes 
filled with harmful chemicals, to unsafe working conditions and 
low pay. At zestt organics, we’re committed to ensuring our entire 
supply chain is environmentally friendly, socially conscious and 
creates jobs that allow people to live with dignity. That’s why we 
only work with GOTS certified factories, review social audits of  
all facilities and visit in person with our families to learn more 
about important initiatives like the hot lunch program at our knit 
factory, where all employees receive a subsidized meal and tea 
each day. 
  
We’re proud to share the factories, people and certifications 
behind the items that we create. In order to demonstrate 
our commitment to transparency, we have created a Lot 
Number program to give you access to our supply chain. Visit 
zesttorganics.com/transparency to enter your lot number to  
learn more about the people, processes and factories behind  
your product. 

zesttorganics.com/transparency
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Life is full of  reasons to celebrate. From wedding registries, to hostess gifts, to a holiday treat, 
our collection of  organic cotton textiles offer the perfect “little something” for everyone on 
your list. With gift worthy packaging, these pieces are ready and waiting on stand by for your 
next big celebration. 

Our gift box selection includes a variety of  three sizes, all shipped flat for convenience. We’ve 
listed the most commonly used items that fit below but feel free to mix and match your zestt 
favorites to create a presentation of  your own. Happy Gifting!  

G I F T S  F O R  E V E R Y  O C C A S I O N

GIFT BOX - SMALL
12.5” X  10” X 4.25”
Fits travel ponchos, travel sets, 
travel wraps, travel scarves and 
baby blankets.

no. GB990SM / $2

GIFT BOX - MEDIUM
12” x 14.75” x 3”
Fits arden ponchos and berkeley 
capes.

no. GB991MD / $2

GIFT BOX - LARGE
16.5’’x 13.5’’x6’’
Fits comfy knit throw and bodhi 
knit throw.

no. GB992LG / $2

small

medium

large
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ORGANIC COTTON
TRAVEL WRAP
BLUSH + STONE + IVORY
no. 40731 / $44

see pg 21 for full collection

organic cotton on the go

This fall our travel and lounge collection is even 
bigger with new colors, fabrics and styles. Cozy 
up in one of  our signature Travel Wraps or hit 
the town in one of  our new colorblock Travel 
Ponchos, both of  which transition from wearable 
wrap to blanket on demand. Our favorite fall 
color, bronze, brings new dimension to several 
of  our classic pieces. Whether you are relaxing 
at home or jet setting to the next destination 
on your list, our travel and lounge collection 
provides the ultimate comfort no matter where 
your adventure takes you.  

T R AV E L  &  LO U N G E 

ORGANIC COTTON
TRAVEL PONCHO - BLUSH
no. 40517 / $34

see pg 25 for full collection
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blush colorblock
BLUSH + STONE + IVORY

no. 40904 / $22

birch 

no. 40901 / $22

gray colorblock
GRAY + BLACK + IVORY

no. 40903 / $22

graphite

no. 40902 / $22

organic cotton dreamsoft travel scarf
MEASURES 28” X 78”. 100% ORGANIC COTTON. MADE IN INDIA. 
(MIN 2)

DREAMSOFT 
TRAVEL SCARF -
BRONZE COLORBLOCK

no. 40906 / $22

bronze  colorblock
LIGHT GRAY + BRONZE + GRAPHITE

no. 40906 / $22

l ight gray

no. 40905 / $22
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An irresistibly soft, all in one Scarf  + Shawl + Blanket, to keep you comfortable 
anywhere your travels take you.

T H R E E  WAY S  T O  W E A R

DREAMSOFT 
TRAVEL SCARF -
BIRCH

no. 40901 / $22
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ORGANIC COTTON
TRAVEL WRAP - IVORY COLORBLOCK
no. 40732 / $44

see pg 18 - 21 for full collection

LO U N G E  I N  S T Y L E 
After years of  bringing our organic cotton throw blankets on the road, we 

knew that there had to be an easier way to travel in comfort. Enter our travel 
wraps. They are ethically made using GOTS certified organic cotton. Each 

one is soft, cozy and socially conscious. They transition from wearable wrap 
to a comfy blanket making them a staple for every woman on the go. 
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gray
no. 40729 / $44

black 
no. 40711 / $44

organic cotton travel wrap
MEASURES 54” X 56”. 100% ORGANIC COTTON. MADE IN INDIA. 
(MIN 2)

All travel wraps include a 
matching carry pouch with strap, 
making it a breeze to take along for 
all of your travels!

C A R R Y  P O U C H

ORGANIC COTTON
TRAVEL WRAP - BLACK

no. 40711 / $44
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ORGANIC COTTON
TRAVEL WRAP - BLUSH

no. 40733 / $44

blush colorblock
BLUSH + STONE + IVORY

no. 40731 / $44

black colorblock
BLACK + GRAY + IVORY

no. 40730 / $44

ivory colorblock 
IVORY + STONE

no. 40732 / $44

blush
no. 40733 / $44

organic cotton travel wrap
MEASURES 54” X 56”. 100% ORGANIC COTTON. MADE IN INDIA. 

(MIN 2)
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no. 40512 / $34

birch

black

no. 40513 / $34

organic cotton travel poncho
MEASURES APPROX. 27”W AT SHOULDER X 41”L. 

100% ORGANIC COTTON. MADE IN INDIA. 
(MIN 2)

All travel ponchos include a 
matching carry pouch with strap, 
making it a breeze to take along for 
all of your travels!

C A R R Y  P O U C H

ORGANIC COTTON
TRAVEL PONCHO - 
BRONZE COLORBLOCK

no. 40519 / $34

ORGANIC COTTON
TRAVEL PONCHO - 
GRAPHITE COLORBLOCK

no. 40518 / $34
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Our soft organic cotton travel poncho is the 
perfect extra layer of  warmth for the office, the 
airplane or an evening out on the town. Wear 
as wrap or open using the convenient shoulder 
snaps to make a cozy blanket. You won’t want 
to leave home without it.

C O Z Y  C O M F O R T

no. 40520 / $34

l ight gray blush 

graphite colorblock

no. 40517 / $34

GRAPHITE + BLACK

no. 40518 / $34

bronze colorblock

BRONZE + LIGHT GRAY 

no. 40519 / $34

organic cotton travel poncho
MEASURES APPROX. 27”W AT SHOULDER X 41”L. 

100% ORGANIC COTTON. MADE IN INDIA. 
(MIN 2)
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organic cotton travel set

Our Organic Cotton travel sets are the easiest way to bring the comfort of  
home with you on your next vacation or business trip.  Each set includes an 
incredibly soft, fine knit throw, coordinating eye mask and carrying pouch.  
The pouch is designed to fit easily over your luggage handle to keep you 
organized on the go.

F I N D  S E R E N I T Y  I N  YO U R  T R AV E L S

ORGANIC COTTON
TRAVEL SET -  BLUSH
no. 40815 / $42

see pg. 28 for full collection
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blush
no. 40815 / $42

navy
no. 40813 / $42

dark gray
no. 40811 / $42

l ight gray
no. 40812 / $42

organic cotton travel set
SET INCLUDES BLANKET + EYE MASK + CARRY POUCH
BLANKET: 40” x 60”, POUCH: 12” X 7.5” X 2”.
100% ORGANIC COTTON. MADE IN INDIA 
(MIN 2)

birch
no. 40814 / $42

ORGANIC COTTON
TRAVEL SET -  BIRCH

no. 40814 / $42

Convenience is key when it comes to travel.  We 
designed our carry pouches with two flexible options 
to make transport a breeze.  Slip the pouch over your 
suitcase handle through the luggage strap or snap 
onto a purse or bag.

T R A N S P O R T  W I T H  E A S E
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S O P H I S T I C AT E D  S O F T N E S S
Our Berkley Cape is the perfect top layer for Spring 
weather. Crafted with our signature ultra soft cotton, 
it can be worn multiple ways,  perfect for any woman’s 
capsule wardrobe. See page 32 for two ways to wear. 

no. 40401 / $38

birchblush

no. 40403 / $38

no. 40402 / $38

graphite

organic cotton berkeley cape
MEASURES 14” x 48”. 100% ORGANIC COTTON. MADE IN INDIA. 

(MIN 2)

no. 40404 / $38

l ight gray

ORGANIC COTTON
BERKELEY CAPE - LIGHT GRAY

no. 40404 / $38
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T W O  WAY S  T O  W E A R

# 1
LO N G  C A P E

Add a touch of  elegance 
to your favorite tee for a 

duster inspired look.  

front side back

ORGANIC COTTON BERKELEY 
CAPE - LIGHT GRAY

no. 40404 / $38

or
ga

ni
c 

co
tt

on
 b

er
ke

le
y 

ca
pe

Flip the cape upside down 
to create a shorter shawl 
that can drape as an 
oversized scarf.

# 2
S H O R T  C A P E

front side back

ORGANIC COTTON BERKELEY 
CAPE - LIGHT GRAY

no. 40404 / $38
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birch 

no. 40312 / $38

gray 

no. 40310 / $38

black

no. 40311 / $38

organic cotton arden poncho
MEASURES 38” x 29”. 100% ORGANIC COTTON. MADE IN INDIA. 
(MIN 2)

bronze

no. 40314 / $38

A R D E N  P O N C H O

ORGANIC COTTON ARDEN
PONCHO - BRONZE

no. 40314 / $38

Designed with style and comfort in mind, our Arden Poncho provides the perfect layer of  softness in a 
beautiful textural knit. Side buttons make it easy to wear and add a delicate flow to the silhouette. Each 
poncho ships ready to hang.
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travel poncho
$34

travel wrap
$44

S T Y L E  R E C A P

PACKAGING:  Carry pouch with luggage strap

WEIGHT:  Medium weight

LENGTH:  Hits below knee

USE:   Travel + Home

DETAILS:  Pockets

DIMENSIONS: 54” x 56” 

PACKAGING:  Carry pouch with luggage strap

WEIGHT:  Lightweight

LENGTH:  Hits below knee

USE:   Travel + Everyday

DETAILS:  Snap closure on shoulder

DIMENSIONS: 27” x 41”

$22

PACKAGING:  Folded with ribbon tie

WEIGHT:  Lightweight

LENGTH:  Hits below knee

USE:   Travel + Everyday

DETAILS:  Wear as scarf, shawl or blanket

DIMENSIONS: 28” x 78” 

travel scarf

arden poncho
$38

organic cotton travel + lounge

PACKAGING:  Ready to hang

WEIGHT:  Heavy weight

LENGTH:  Hits above knee

USE:   Everyday

DETAILS:  Side buttons

DIMENSIONS: 38” x 29” 

$38

PACKAGING:  Ready to hang

WEIGHT:  Lightweight

LENGTH:  Hits below knee

USE:   Everyday

DETAILS:  Wear as long or short cape

DIMENSIONS: 14” x 48”

berkeley cape
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organic cotton for all

Our throws are soft, luxurious and environmentally 
conscious. Each one is crafted with only GOTS 
certified 100% organic cotton, combed and pre-
washed for ultimate softness (no harmful chemicals 
here). Designed for longevity, neutral color palettes 
and year round weights make them cozy 
companions for life.

H O M E 

ORGANIC COTTON
COMFY KNIT THROW - 
STONE
no. 30278 / $58

see pg 41 for full collection
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fits large gift box
see pg. 09 for details 

no. GB992LG / $2

gift box add on

no. 30225 / $58

gray

soft white
no. 30223 / $58

stone
no. 30278 / $58

MEASURES 50” X 60”.
100% ORGANIC COTTON. MADE IN INDIA 

(MIN 2)

organic cotton comfy knit throw
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Luxuriously soft and delicately knitted, our Bodhi knit 
throw is made with GOTS certified organic yarns. 
It’s ombre pattern gives it a visual texture that adds 
dimension and softness to your space.

T E X T U R E  +  S O F T N E S S
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no. 30571 / $58

a. mist

no. 30572 / $58

b. blush
fits large gift box
see pg. 09 for details 

no. GB992LG / $2

gift box add on

MEASURES 50” X 60”.
100% ORGANIC COTTON. MADE IN INDIA 

(MIN 2)

organic cotton bodhi knit throw
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organic cotton - pint sized

Nothing is more important than the little ones 
in our lives. That’s why we are proud to offer 
a line of  organic cotton textiles made just for 
baby and kids. As moms ourselves, we designed 
each piece in the collection to multitask and 
crafted them to last.

At the core of  every beautiful textile we create 
is the belief  that the way we make our product 
matters. We are setting the new standard in 
textile production through our focus on only 
GOTS certified products, which prohibits the 
use of  child labor and ensures that all workers 
work reasonable schedules and are paid fair 
wages. By using these guidelines, we proudly 
offer a collection of  ethically made goods that 
help to protect the artisans who make them.
 

B A B Y  +  K I D S

ORGANIC COTTON
COMFY KNIT BABY BLANKET 
-SOFT WHITE 

see pg 55 for gift set
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As moms we know the importance of  bringing along a 
comfort item for our little ones to have on life’s journeys. 
Whether it’s a quick road trip or an international flight,  
our kids travel blankets become a cuddly companion that  
iseasy to transport and the perfect size for snuggling on  
the go. Their handle and luggage strap make them a breeze 
to carry while the adorable hood adds a bit of  whimsy to 
help your child’s imagination soar!

C U D D L E  B U D D I E S  O N  T H E  G O
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NEW KIDS TRAVEL 
BLANKETS

ORGANIC COTTON
KIDS TRAVEL BLANKET - BEAR

no. LL98602 / $44

ORGANIC COTTON
KIDS TRAVEL BLANKET - BUNNY

no. LL98601 / $44

no. LL98603 / $44

monkey

organic cotton kids travel blanket

no. LL98604 / $44

unicorn

BLANKET: 32” x 40”, HOOD: 16” x 9” 
100% ORGANIC COTTON. MADE IN INDIA 

(MIN 2)

no. LL98602 / $44

bear

no. LL98601 / $44

bunny
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fits small gift box
see pg. 09 for details 

no. GB990SM / $2

gift box add on

ORGANIC COTTON
HEIRLOOM BABY GIFT SET - 
WHITE + BEAR

no. LL98601 / $44

soft white + bear berry + bunny

gray + elephant navy + whale

BLANKET: 32” x 40”, 100% ORGANIC COTTON. 
RATTLE: 3” x 6” x 2”, SHELL + POM POM, 100% ORGANIC COTTON, 

FILLING:  50% ORGANIC COTTON 50% RECYCLED POLYESTER, 
BEECH WOOD GRASP RING. MADE IN INDIA 

(MIN 2)

no.LL30620 / $44

organic cotton heirloom baby gift set

no. LL30621 / $44

no. LL30622 / $44

no. LL30623 / $44
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fits small gift box
see pg. 09 for details 

no. GB990SM / $2

gift box add on

ORGANIC COTTON
COMFY KNIT BABY GIFT SET - 
GRAY + ELEPHANT

no. LL30631 / $44

ORGANIC COTTON CLASSIC KNIT
SHORT BABY ROMPER - NAVY
no. S40205 / $21

see pg 77 for full collection

no. LL30630  / $44

organic cotton comfy knit baby gift set

no. LL30632 / $44

no. LL30631 / $44 no. LL30533 / $44

soft white + bear berry + bunny

gray + elephant navy + whale

BLANKET: 32” x 40”, 100% ORGANIC COTTON. 
RATTLE: 3” x 6” x 2”, SHELL + POM POM, 100% ORGANIC COTTON, 

FILLING:  50% ORGANIC COTTON 50% RECYCLED POLYESTER, 
BEECH WOOD GRASP RING. MADE IN INDIA 

(MIN 2)
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fits small gift box
see pg. 09 for details 

no. GB990SM / $2

gift box add on

ORGANIC COTTON
CLOVER KNIT BABY GIFT SET - 
WHITE + BEAR

no. LL30640 / $44

no. LL30640 / $44

soft white + bear 

organic cotton clover knit baby gift set

no. LL30642  / $44

berry + bunny

no.LL30641 / $44

gray + elephant

no.LL30643  / $44

navy + whale

BLANKET: 32” x 40”, 100% ORGANIC COTTON. 
RATTLE: 3” x 6” x 2”, SHELL + POM POM, 100% ORGANIC COTTON, 

FILLING:  50% ORGANIC COTTON 50% RECYCLED POLYESTER, 
BEECH WOOD GRASP RING. MADE IN INDIA 

(MIN 2)
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After working with knits for so long, we knew that one in a lightweight 
cotton would make the perfect oversized swaddle blanket.  When we 
realized that other knit swaddles were made from synthetic materials, 
we knew that we could create one with only 100% organic cotton that 
still had the perfect stretch and weight.  At 47” x 47”, the blanket is 
sized to last with a little one for years and the coordinating cap has an 
adjustable knot to keep baby’s head warm from newborn up.

E V E R Y  N E W  M O M ’ S  D R E A M  

ORGANIC COTTON NEWBORN 
DREAM BUNDLE -  GRAY
no. LL11124 / $24

see pg. 61 for full colleciton
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ORGANIC COTTON NEWBORN 
DREAM BUNDLE -  BLUSH

no. LL11121 / $24

Each set includes an oversized swaddle blanket with 
matching hat or bow headband. 

N E W B O R N  D R E A M  B U N D L E  

organic cotton newborn dream bundle

navy + hat

no. LL11122 / $24

blush + bow

no. LL11121 / $24

soft white + hat

no. LL11123 / $24

gray + hat

no. LL11124 / $24

BLANKET: 32” x 40”, HAT / BOW: 0 - 6M
100% ORGANIC COTTON. MADE IN INDIA 

(MIN 2)
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ORGANIC COTTON CLASSIC KNIT
BEAR - SOFT WHITE
no. LL98702 / $18

see pgs 64 - 65 for full collection

Our organic cotton animals are created with a soft and classic knit 
pattern.  A balance of  aesthetics and function, they are perfectly 
sized to go everywhere, but also look great as nursery decor.

O R G A N I C  C U D D L E  B U D D I E S  

ORGANIC COTTON CLASSIC KNIT
SHEEP - SOFT WHITE & GRAY
no. LL98705 / $18

see pgs 64 - 65 for full collection
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NAVY + SOFT WHITE

no. LL98706 / $18

whaleCuddle buddies should be made 
of  organic cotton, not chemicals.  
Our GOTS certified friends are 
the perfect companion for kids 
young and old. 

S A F E LY  M A D E

ORGANIC COTTON
CLOVER KNIT BABY BLANKET
- SOFT WHITE

see pg 63 for gift set

ORGANIC COTTON 
CLASSIC KNIT UNICORN

no. LL98707 / $18

SOFT WHITE + BLUSH

no. LL98707 / $18

unicorn

no. LL98701 / $18

bunny

no. LL98702 / $18

bear

no. LL98703 / $18

elephant

organic cotton classic knit animal 

SOFT WHITE + GRAY

no. LL98705 / $18

sheep
 STONE + SOFT WHITE

no. LL98704 / $18

monkey

MEASURES 12”, SHELL: 100% ORGANIC COTTON. 
FILLING:  50% ORGANIC COTTON 50% RECYCLED POLYESTER 

MADE IN INDIA. 
(MIN 2)
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Create endless giggles and smiles for your little one 
with our new organic cotton rattles. Crafted with 
soft organic cotton, these tiny characters provide a 
soothing sensory activity with their calming rattle 
noises. The beech wood grip ring is sized perfectly 
for little hands to grasp making this a great gift for 
your new arrival. 

S O O T H I N G  S O U N D S  

NAVY + SOFT WHITE

no. LL98404 / $13

whale

ORGANIC COTTON RATTLE
- MONKEY

no. LL98405 / $13

ORGANIC COTTON 
COZY TOP KNOT HAT
- SOFT WHITE
no. LL87602  / $9

see pg 76 for full collection

ORGANIC COTTON
HEIRLOOM BABY BLANKET
- SOFT WHITE

see pg 53 for gift set

no. LL98403 / $13

bunny

no. LL98401 / $13

bear

no. LL98402 / $13

elephant

organic cotton rattle

SOFT WHITE + BLUSH

no. LL98407 / $13

unicorn

MEASURES 3” X 6” X 2”, SHELL + POM POM, 100% ORGANIC COTTON. 
FILLING:  50% ORGANIC COTTON 50% RECYCLED POLYESTER, BEECH 

WOOD GRASP RING. MADE IN INDIA. 
(MIN 2)

SOFT WHITE + GRAY

no. LL98406 / $13

STONE + SOFT WHITE

no. LL98405 / $13

monkeysheep
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ORGANIC COTTON RATTLES

see pg 74-75 for full collection 

As GOTS certified pieces, our rattles and loveys are held to the 
highest standards of  care.  In addition to being made with a 100% 

organic cotton shell, we use a blend of  recycled poly and organic 
cotton filler.  Our rattle inserts are free from chlorinated plastic and 

use glass beads instead of  sound makers made with heavy metals.  
It’s these small differences that add up to creating a piece that is 

beautiful, well made and brings peace of  mind.

S A F E R,  S O F T E R  T O Y S
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organic cotton lovey
MEASURES 14” X 14” X 3”, SHELL + BLANKET: 100% ORGANIC COTTON. 
FILLING:  50% ORGANIC COTTON 50% RECYCLED POLYESTER. MADE IN INDIA. 
(MIN 2) 

no. LL98503 / $15

bunny

no. LL98501 / $15

bear
no. LL98502 / $15

elephant

NAVY + SOFT WHITE

no. LL98504 / $15

whale
SOFT WHITE & BLUSH

no. LL98507 / $15

unicorn

We’ve taken the softness of  our organic cotton baby blankets and added the 
playful whimsy of  our sweet animal collection to bring you four comforting 
companions for your little one.  Designed to be baby’s first security blanket, 

they are the perfect size for newborn cuddles and toddler adventures.

C O M F O R T I N G  C O M PA N I O N S  

STONE + SOFT WHITE

no. LL98505 / $15

monkey
SOFT WHITE + GRAY

no. LL98506 / $15

sheep

ORGANIC COTTON 
ELEPHANT LOVEY

no. LL98502 / $15
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ORGANIC COTTON CLASSIC KNIT
BABY ROMPER - SOFT WHITE
no. LL40201-612M / $22

see pg 75 for full collection

After receiving so much love for the soft and cozy 
feel of  our knitted baby blankets, we knew that 
taking the style to clothing would be our next step. 
Rompers seemed to be the perfect introduction - 
the ideal once piece that is comfortable for baby 
and a breeze for parents. Inseam snaps make it 
easy for diapering and dressing. They work great 
for special occasions, but are simple to care for and 
wear everyday!

H E I R LO O M  C O M F O R T
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ORGANIC COTTON CLASSIC KNIT
BABY ROMPER - SOFT WHITE

no. LL40201 / $22

ORGANIC COTTON CLASSIC KNIT
BABY ROMPER - STONE

no. LL40202 / $22

ORGANIC COTTON CLASSIC KNIT
BABY ROMPER - BERRY

no. LL40203 / $22

0-6M no. LL40201 / $22
6-12M no. LL40201-612M / $22

soft white berry

gray navy

organic cotton classic knit long romper

0-6M no. LL40203 / $22
6-12M no. LL40203-612M / $22

0-6M no. LL40204 / $22
6-12M no. LL40204-612M / $22

0-6M no. LL40205 / $22
6-12M no. LL40205-612M / $22

ONE SIZE 0-6 M + 6-12M. 100% ORGANIC COTTON.
BUTTON COLLAR - SNAP INSEAM. MADE IN INDIA.

(MIN 2)
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ORGANIC COTTON
COZY TOP KNOT HAT - NAVY 

no. LL87611 / $9

ORGANIC COTTON CLASSIC KNIT
SHORT BABY ROMPER - NAVY 

no. S40205 / $21

ONE SIZE 0-6M. 100% ORGANIC COTTON. 
MADE IN INDIA
(MIN 2)

cozy top knot hat

a. navy  no. LL87611  / $9

b. gray  no. LL87610 / $9

c. soft white  no. LL87602  / $9

d. berry  no. LL87604 / $9a.                   b.                c.                 d.

0-6M no. S40201 / $21
6-12M no. S40201-612M / $21

soft white berry

gray navy

organic cotton classic knit short baby romper

0-6M no. S40203 / $21
6-12M no. S40203-612M / $21

0-6M no. S40204 / $21
6-12M no. S40204-612M / $21

0-6M no. S40205 / $21
6-12M no. S40205-612M / $21

ONE SIZE 0-6 M. 100% ORGANIC COTTON.
BUTTON COLLAR - SNAP INSEAM. MADE IN INDIA.

(MIN 2)
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Earlier this year, we were challenged to think 
about our brand in a single sentence.  “Luxury 
cotton goods for the world changers and travelers” 
is what we landed on.  Soon after everything 
shifted and being a world changer became more 
important than ever.  In a time when we’ve all 
craved comfort, we’ve never felt so privileged to 
be able to work alongside our community to bring 
comfort into families and to do so in a way that 
impacts individuals throughout our supply chain.  
 
This fall we worked tirelessly to perfect and add 
dimension to our time honored silhouettes and 
styles.  You will see new color additions throughout 
our travel collection as well as slight modifications 
to the fit and finish of  several of  our products.  Each 
slight variation was meticulously engineered with 
our factories to refine sizing and finishing details 
that help ensure the heirloom quality you’ve 
come to expect from every zestt organics item.  
 
In the baby + kids collection, our kids travel blankets 
grew by two new animals, ensuring that every little 
friend can find their ideal travel buddy.  We also 
responded to customer requests for larger sizing in 
our knit rompers.  All colors are now available in a 
6-12 month size to ensure sweet additions can stay 
comfy in organic cotton throughout their first year.  
 
As always, we are so grateful for your partnership as 
we continue our mission. Please keep the feedback 
coming! 2020 has had its challenges, but we are 
committed to working together to bring comfort 
to all of  the world changers!

yours in comfort,

Benita Goldblatt & Jess Diehl
co - founders

wholesale 2020
ORDER POLICIES: 
Please follow the guidelines outlined below for quick 
processing and delivery of  your order.

MINIMUMS:
Minimum opening order is $300 and minimum  
re-order is $200. 

ORDER PL ACEMENT: 
Orders may be placed by email at orders@zesttorganics.com, 
by phone at 866-673-1773 or through your sales representative. 
To place orders online, visit www.shopzesttwholesale.com 
and utilize our site password to enter. Email or call our team 
for wholesale portal access or fax orders to 301-895-5029.   
  
ORDER CANCELL ATION: 
zestt strives to fulfill wholesale orders as quickly as possible. 
If  you would like to cancel an order that you have placed, 
please contact orders@zesttorganics.com or customer 
service at 866.673.1773. Orders cannot be cancelled 
within 48 hours of  ship date. 

PAYMENT:
Payments must be made by credit card at time of  purchase. 

RETURN POLICY: 
Wholesale customers must contact our customer care 
team at orders@zesttorganics.com or 866.673.1773 to 
receive an RMA number for all returns and exchanges. 
Please examine your order immediately upon receipt and 
report any damages to the shipping carrier. If  an incorrect 
item was received or if  an item was damaged in shipping, 
please contact our team by phone or email within 72 hours 
of  receipt. Please retain all damaged goods for possible 
inspection by carrier and include your order number and 
pictures of  any damage with your correspondence.  

If  you are unhappy with your order for any reason, please 
contact our customer care team within 10 days of  order 
receipt regarding an exchange. Unauthorized returns are 
subject to a 25% restocking fee.  

Please note that handmade and artisan items may show 
variation – this is representative of  their hand-crafted nature.

SHIPPING POLICY
All orders are shipped FOB Frostburg, MD. We offer 
shipping at actual rates, with a freight cap by zone and 
order total. Apply the corresponding percentage to your 
order and easily find your maximum freight. We honor this 
rate on any backorders over $50. Backorders under $50 
will be charged freight at actual rates. Accessorial services 
such as lift gate or restricted areas and remote locations 
may require additional fees. Orders shipping to Alaska and 
Hawaii ship at actual rates.

CA

OR

WA

ID

MT

NV UT

NMAZ

TX
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KS
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SD

ND
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CO

MN
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MD
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GA
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NC

VA
WV
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MI
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FL

PA

MD
DE
NJ

CT
RI

MA

VT

NHNY

ME

Order 
Amount Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3 Zone 4 Zone 5

$200 - 
$499.99 11% 14% 16% 18% 20%

$500 - 
$1499.99 10% 12% 15% 18% 19%

$1500+ 9% 11% 13% 15% 18%
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MI

KY
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MD
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ME

Order 
Amount Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3 Zone 4 Zone 5

$200 - 
$499.99 11% 14% 16% 18% 20%

$500 - 
$1499.99 10% 12% 15% 18% 19%

$1500+ 9% 11% 13% 15% 18%

ORGANIC COTTON
COMFY KNIT THROW - 
GRAY
no. 30225 / $58

see pg 41 for full collection



ORGANIC COMFORT FOR 
OUR L IT TLE  ADVENTURES
our kids travel blankets have expanded! shop 
new animals on page 48 - 51.

shopzes t twho lesa le .com

FALL  MARKET LOCATIONS 2020

DALL AS
goetz inc

world trade center
suite 211

@ZEST TORGANICS

L AS VEGAS
fine lines

world market center
bldg C 1024

LOS ANGELES
fine lines

la mart
suite 449

ATL ANTA
simblist 

americasmart 
bldg 2, floor 16-1621

SEAT TLE
fine lines

seattle mart
suite 213


